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Get the State of Conversational AI in the  
Contact Center Report 

94% report AI has improved productivity

93% report AI helps resolve customer issues

87% report AI reduces effort for agents

74% report AI increases revenue

72% believe AI will increase company profitability

63% believe conversational AI will be able to handle customer 
issues without any agent involvement in the near future

State of Conversational 
AI in the Contact Center

Contact centers using 
conversational AI/chatbots are 
reaping massive benefits

Contact center leaders anticipate 
conversational AI benefits will only 
continue to increase

Organizations look to AI-driven 
solutions to improve contact center 
operations and overall CX

Learn the current and anticipated benefits  
of conversational AI in the contact center  

AI

94% of contact centers are interested in customer 
self-service automation

88% of contact centers are interested in real-time 
agent assistance 

86% of contact centers are interested in customer 
journey analytics
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